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might just find something in their Treasure
Chest that you can’t live without. And if you
are wanting to get certified or continue your
certification, they have many classes
available.

September’s Club Meeting
Date:

Tuesday, September 10th

Time:

7:30-PM (business)
Social at 7
The Racquet Club
3900 Crosby Rd.
DVD –BGDC Chuuk Trip 05

Location:
Program:

Our next meeting will be Tuesday, September
10 at 7:30 at the Racquet Club. Guests are
always welcome. I hope to see you there!

President’s Message
The Editor’s Notes

By Tracey Combs

By John Geddes

Hello fellow divers. We had
another fabulous Pig Roast. I want to thank
Doug and Mary Ann Geddes for their
hospitality and once again hosting the Pig
Roast. If you were not able to join us, please
mark your calendars for next year. It is a lot of
fun, food, and fellowship. And don’t forget the
Volleyball
and
Mary
Ann’s
Special
Concoctions! Be sure to check out Bluegrass
Dive Club on Facebook. We should be
posting some pictures soon! Our Facebook
Page is there to share our diving experiences,
so please don’t be shy.

Due to my
computer going down, I could not get into the
files to plug in the article, that thing locked-up
my operating system.
So we are going ahead with the Newsletter for
the “record” and with the Club Trip to Bonaire,
Rick’s article is on shore diving, it a good read
on the do’s and don’ts of shore diving. And for
the ones going to Bonaire, please take lots of
pics for me and have a safe trip.

We need your ideas for future trips. The Dive
Club Trip Committee is scheduled to meet
soon. If you have ideas for destinations,
please contact Doug Geddes or one of the
committee members with the information. We
always welcome new destinations and
definitely new ideas.

2013 BGDC Officer’s
Tracey Combs, President
Corrine Mulberry, Vice President
Kris Harn, Secretary
Dan Miller, Treasurer
Doug Geddes, Trip Director
Rick Stephan, Safety Info Dir.
Mike McCann, Webmaster
John Geddes, Newsletter Editor

If you are lucky enough to have a trip
scheduled, don’t forget to visit New Horizons
and let them check your equipment. You
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621-4066
913-0892
278-4246
948-5133
224-3197
223-3719
255-3937
223-7926

Vice President’s Report

Tamara Williams
tamaraw@twc.com

859-273-0878

Noel Hall
noelhall@aol.com

859-552-5276

By Corrine Mulberry

Nominees for elected positions must be in
good standing (dues paid), have been a
member for at least one full year and be at
least 21 years of age.

The Program for the
September BGDC meeting will feature diving
in Truk (2005 BGDC trip). There is currently
one opening for the January 2014 Truk/Yap
trip. I understand the DVD is inspirational.

Why are you telling me all of this?
The
BGDC is an active group and we have new
members joining all the time. There’s a lot of
behind-the-scenes work involved with keeping
a Club that is this active, this vested, this
vocal, and, yes this much fun….functioning.
We are fortunate to have incumbent officers
who are willing to continue to serve us.
However, we are always looking for new
blood. Recruiting new people to serve on the
BGDC Board to help effectively run the Club is
important for keeping the Club active and
healthy.
If you have ever considering
participating more with the Club, the
nominating committee would like to hear from
you and would be more than glad to discuss
the functions of the Board, the responsibilities
of various positions or any facet of the Club
with you. Serving on the Board is an avenue
for to bringing new ideas and a voice to the
Club. So…….why not throw your name your
hat?

If you have diving information that you would
like to present at a Club meeting (past or
potential dive trip, etc.), I would love to hear
from you. Please contact me so that we can
put you on the calendar.
913-0892 or
mulberryc1@gmail.com
Nominations for BGDG Officers (2014):
It’s time to begin thinking about nominations
for Officers for the BGDC for 2014. Elected
positions include:
 President
 Vice President
 Secretary
 Treasurer
 Trip Director
 Safety Information Director
 Newsletter Editor
 Webmaster

Are there any perks? Yes. Please see our
By-Laws for the specifics, but, basically, when
the Club earns a “freebie” on a trip (hotel/dive
package) that discount is divided among all
Members participating on the trip. If a second
“freebie” is earned, that discount is divided
among the Board.
For example, if we
received 1 free room for every 10 rooms
booked at a resort and we had 27 rooms
booked, the first discount would be divided
among all of the trip participants and the
second discount would be divided among the
Board. The Board receives these discounts
as “dive bucks” (not cash). These “dive
bucks” can be used on future BGDC trips and
are valid for two years from the date of the
distribution.

Our President, Tracey Combs, has appointed
a Nominations Committee to develop a slate
of proposed nominees for elected Board
positions. The slate will be presented to the
Board in October and members will vote
during the regular November meeting. If you
are interested in learning more about elected
positions, or have any thoughts, ideas or
suggestions for potential nominees, please
contact a Nominations Committee member:
Corrine Mulberry
mulberryc1@gmail.com

859-913-0892

Charlie Denham
charlesdenham@hotmail.com 859-254-3919
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phone number
and it is very important to
indicate an email address.

Trip Director’s Report
By Doug Geddes

Contact / Mail to: Bluegrass Dive Club c/o
Dan Miller
824 Gunpower Drive
Lexington, KY 40509
New Members:
Visit the website to fill out
an on-line form or to access a Microsoft Word
printable form. CLICK HERE.

BONAIRE 2013
By the time you read this it will be too late to
sign up for this great trip, but we wish the
ones going good luck and great diving. We
ended up with 13 total persons. I felt we would
have had more, but hey, it is a dive trip. If you
missed out on this one, we are having a
meeting soon to discuss a future trip in the
late spring/early summer. If you have a place
in mind, let one of us know. We are looking
real hard at Riding Rock Inn, in the Bahamas’.

From The Secretary
By Kris Harn

TRUK / YAP 2014
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
07/30/13

We are still looking for someone to take
Corrine’s spot on this trip in January 2014. If
you have been thinking about going, now
would be the time to make up your mind. This
is going to be an awesome trip. The video of
our last time there will be the program, so this
will get your blood boiling. Check it out on our
website.

Meeting called to order at 7:34 pm. Board
members in attendance are Tracey, Mike,
Kris, John, Dan, Corrine and Doug. Dan gave
Treasurer’s report. Corrine went over DVD’s
for regular meetings. John wants articles by
Aug 1. Doug went over upcoming trips.
Tracey wants email updates done before new
update on membership directory. Corrine
went over possible people for nominating
committee.
Went over mid-year review.
Meeting ended at 9:34pm.

From the Treasurer
By Dan Miller

REGULAR MEETING
08/13/13
Meeting started at 7:36pm. 18 people in
attendance at meeting. Tracey went over pig
roast at be held at Doug’s lake house and
birthday cake for Mary Ann.
Dan gave
Treasurer’s report. Corrine announced that
elections are to be held in November. Doug
went over trip reports and directions to the
lake house. Rick went over 2nd half of narc
article. John announced newsletter is out.
Mike and Carol won door prizes, DVD was on
Bonaire. Meeting ended at 8:51pm.

2013 Membership Dues
Student (High School or College ID) .. $10.00
Single & Family (1 diver) ..................... 30.00
Family (non divers) .............................. 30.00
Family (2 or more divers) ..................... 40.00
Renewal:
Please send payment to the
address listed below; please make sure there
is a correct indication of your mailing address,
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From Bonaire, to the South Pacific, to the
coastlines of California and Florida, to inland
lakes and rivers near our own back yards,
there are dive sites reachable from shore
virtually everywhere in the world. Diving from
shore
provides
access
to
aquatic
environments that may be similar to - or
completely different from -those we're used to
diving regularly from boats. Regardless, shore
diving rewards participants with the same
mystical majesty we all enjoy from our sport.

Safety Corner
By Rick Stephan

Note: Bonaire is just around the corner. This
year’s “Mystery Trip” is no longer a mystery.
However, the trip will provide the BGDC with
many more shore diving opportunities than
most of our recent trips. If you are driving a
truck to a dive site accessible by shore only, it
makes good sense that you should also
become a bit more knowledgeable about the
conditions of the site and its topography
above and below the water.

As with other diving disciplines, proper
planning within a diver's capabilities helps
ensure successful shore dives. With shore
divers' independence comes added planning
responsibility.
To help increase your experience and
confidence when embarking on new shore
dive adventures, you can enlist the assistance
of trained professionals. Local dive operations
near popular shore dive destinations can
share important information or even supply a
divemaster to plan and conduct a site
orientation dive. Whether under the watchful
eye of a diving professional, or a group of
independent dive buddies, site logistics,
environmental conditions, and emergency
procedures should be carefully considered
before rushing into the water.

This month’s article is from shorediving.com
(who knew?) and gives some good
information about planning and preparing for
shore dives.
You know, a dive is not
complete until you safely get out of the water,
so read this information and use it to your
benefit.

Remember, safe diving is fun!

Shore Diving
For A Good Time, Call Ahead
By Jeffrey S. Anderson
Planning Ahead
Whatever the reasons that draw us to the
underwater realm, many of us just can't get
enough of diving. Whether your next dive trip
is months away or the dive boat just can't
keep up with your insatiable hunger for being
underwater, shore diving provides a quick,
accessible way to feed our dive cravings.
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Still other shore diving sites may have docks
or piers with ladders for entering and exiting
the water.

Site Selection

The location of the "really cool" part of the
dive is another consideration. Are significant
swims to and from the main site necessary?
Make sure you're fit for a long swim if it's
needed.

Selecting a proper site is the first step of
successful shore diving. Just because a body
of water is accessible from shore doesn't
necessarily mean it's appropriate for diving.
Before you go, ask yourselves: Is our level of
training appropriate for this site? How will we
be able to get in to and out of the water? Does
this site provide access to things we enjoy
about diving?

When you're looking at site logistics, keep in
mind that what seems relatively easy to
accomplish when you're not in full scuba gear
- e.g., climbing over or around rocks, hiking a
steep path to your site, making a long walk may be quite another task at the end of a dive
when fatigue, cold and equipment weight can
slow you down.

These are some of the basic questions dive
buddies should ask during their initial shore
diving site evaluation. If you and your buddy
answer "Yes" to these questions, the site may
be appropriate for your adventure. Some
specialized forms of shore diving, like ice
diving, cavern / cave diving and drift diving in
rivers, require advanced training, and divers
should get proper certifications before
engaging in these special types of dives.

Evaluating Conditions: Waves, Currents
and Tides
The main environmental considerations for
shore diving are waves, currents and tides.
Watching where and how the waves break,
shore divers can develop an idea of the
bottom contour and relative water depths they
may encounter.

There are potential legal considerations when
selecting shore sites, too. For example, some
public beaches prohibit scuba diving, while
others happily permit it. Marine protected
areas, established to protect particularly
sensitive ecosystems, may include the shore
within their boundaries and may forbid diving
within the area. Some sites may be
surrounded by private property without public
access. Parking your vehicle legally is another
logistical consideration. Before risking a
citation, it's a good idea to check with dive
stores, beach patrol or law enforcement
agencies for information about the legal
considerations of the local shore diving scene.

In oceans and extremely large lakes, such as
the Great Lakes, waves can become very
large and, as they break, can hamper divers.
Waves create other water movement. Rip
currents, longshore currents and undertow
(see page 41, "Coastal Currents") can all
adversely affect your safety and enjoyment if
not properly planned. Rip and longshore
currents can move divers away from their
anticipated exit point, while undertow can
disrupt balance. Wave energy under the
water, often referred to as surge, can place
divers in unwanted situations by moving them
too close to submerged structures. Wavegenerated water movement agitates bottom
sediments, reducing visibility significantly.

Locating a permitted dive site is only part of
the selection process. Making a safe entry is
an important consideration when selecting a
shore site, and exiting the water after the dive
is even more important. Depending on the
site, you may be faced with gently sloping,
sand beaches. Other shorelines may be
steep. Rather than sand, others may be old
coral reefs, sometimes known as "iron shore,"
or rocks that may make entries and exits more
challenging by presenting uneven, sharp,
slippery surfaces for divers to traverse.

During days with light winds or winds blowing
from shore toward the sea, waves tend to be
much more subdued. To maximize positive
shore dives, select diving days with minor
wave activity, and dive well away from the surf
zone. Days when upwellings are present
make for excellent shore dives too, although
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Unlike dive boats, however, a divemaster may
not be available for potential emergency
situations. As a result, divers should be
prepared to implement their own emergency
plan.

you need to plan for the cooler water
temperatures.
Rising and falling generally twice each day,
tides affect a shore diving site's currents and
visibility. Shore dives affected by tides are
best conducted during the period of high,
slack tide. During this period between high
tide and the start of the water flow for low tide,
there is generally little water movement, thus
minimizing any tidal currents and enhancing
visibility. Tables with tide times and water level
changes are generally available at local scuba
stores, boating centers and fishing tackle
suppliers in coastal areas. For United States
coastlines, they are even available on the
internet from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) National
Ocean
Service
(NOS)
websites,
www.noaa.gov and oceanservice.noaa.gov .

What services are readily available depend
greatly on location. In urban shore diving
areas, some forms of assistance may be
located at the beach. In more remote areas,
help may be farther away. Knowing how to
activate emergency services in the dive area
is another consideration. While 9-1-1 is nearly
ubiquitous in the U.S., other countries may
have different activation methods. Phone
numbers and locations for nearby hospitals,
fire / rescue, and police should also be well
understood. When dealing with any of these
agencies, be prepared to provide clear
directions to your diving location as well as a
description of the emergency.
While some potential emergency situations
are common for any in-water activities, others
can be unique to shore environments. Sea
urchins like to congregate on rocky shorelines
and can announce their presence with sharp
spines as divers try to steady themselves
entering and exiting the water. Jellyfish and
Portuguese man-of-wars are not uncommon
visitors to marine shore diving sites. Because
their stinging cells can still function after being
washed up on shore, divers should be vigilant
during their trek across the beach as well as
during the dive. A basic first aid kit and proper
first aid training are great diver tools.

Local beach patrols may have information
useful for environmental evaluations. In many
areas they use flags to describe water
conditions for beachgoers. Green flags
generally signal favorable water conditions,
while red flags usually mean treacherous
water conditions. Yellow flags indicate
conditions requiring caution. This is when
divers' judgment of their own capabilities
becomes more critical. Blue flags, used in
conjunction with other flags, signal the
presence of sea pests, such as jellyfish and
sea lice. This beach information, as well as
weather forecasts, temperatures, and tide
times, may also be communicated on
lifeguard stations, informative telephone lines
and radio broadcasts.
In addition to making surface time
uncomfortable, rain affects diving conditions
as well. Heavy rains may adversely affect
visibility by increasing suspended particles
due to runoff. Rain-swollen rivers will probably
have stronger currents than normal, making
them potentially too rapid to dive safely.
These effects can persist several days after
heavy rains.
Be Prepared One of the great aspects of
shore diving is the empowerment divers have
in choosing the location and time of their dive.
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If a nighttime shore dive is on the agenda,
use a strobe or lantern to mark your location
on the beach. During the dive use a compass
and natural navigation tools to keep yourself
on course. Ripples in the sand generally run
parallel to shore and can be an invaluable
navigation aid.

Before You Get Wet, Consider These
Issues
Now that the pre-dive planning is complete,
it's time to get in the water. Preparing
equipment on shore is similar to gearing up on
boats. Divers may consider using a tarp or
other clean surface for equipment setup to
minimize the potential for sand and dirt to clog
regulators. Divers who don't wear booties with
their fins during boat dives may want to use
them on shore to protect their feet.

If a longshore current is present, remember to
head into that current to begin the dive.
Should you be caught in stronger rip or tidal
currents, don't try to swim directly against
them. Rather, swim perpendicular to the
current until you reach your destination or find
yourself in an area of water without current
where you can change course. Because
bottom topography scatters a current's force,
divers may find easier traveling near the
bottom.

The method for entering the water from shore
greatly depends on the topography and
conditions. Choosing the simplest entry and
exit options is always a good idea.
Straightforward walking entries are the most
appropriate for gently sloping shorelines.
Before entering, divers should slightly inflate
their buoyancy compensation device and have
their mask, snorkel and regulator in place just
in case they lose balance while entering.

Whether mandated by local regulations or not,
it's smart to use a dive flag during shore dives.
In many locations, dive sites accessible from
shore are also visited by boaters. A flag will
help alert them to your presence. Because
sound travels faster underwater than in air, it's
not always easy to determine a boat's exact
position during the dive. Stay near your dive
flag at all times, and when you hear boating
noise, stay near the bottom, especially in
shallow water. Always look up and around
during and after surfacing to verify the position
of any boats.

Undertow, soft ground and the added weight
of scuba equipment can be challenging to
manage with even the slightest wave action.
Carrying their fins until reaching water about
waist deep, buddies can then assist each
other donning their fins. This can be done in a
standing position or while sitting in the water,
allowing the floatation of the BCD to help
support them. Walking backwards into waves
can also help maintain balance.

Exiting the water depends on the site
selection, too. It may be as simple as walking
up the beach after removing your fins in waistdeep water, to climbing a ladder up a pier.
Remember to keep your BCD inflated and
your mask and snorkel in place until safely on
firm footing away from the water's edge.

In areas with docks, piers or iron shore to the
water's edge, giant-stride entries may be more
appropriate. Watch the waves and time your
entry so the natural water movement will help
move you away from the structure. Barnacles,
mussels, oysters and similar creatures find
footholds on pilings. Be sure to keep a
respectful distance to avoid abrasions.

Whether visiting near-shore coral reefs, sea
grass meadows, moody kelp forests,
encrusted dock pilings or freshwater locales,
shore diving offers many rewards and
adventures. An additional benefit is that they
can be conducted virtually anytime, anywhere.

Accurate navigation is important, helping to
minimize long surface swims and long walks
across the beach. Prior to entering the water,
it's a good idea to identify landmarks visible
from both shore and water to help orient you.

Remember, the tips shared within this article
are general considerations for most shore
diving sites. It's always a good idea to consult
with the local dive professionals for more
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Bluegrass Dive Club
2013 Calendar

specific information about your particular dive.
And after a successful shore dive, what could
be more relaxing than sitting under a tree and
reflecting about the dive as the waves gently
lap at shore and the sun sets on the horizon?
Coastal Currents

September
10, Tuesday
24, Tuesday

Dive Club Meeting
Board Meeting

Divers should know how to recognize and
safely plan for the following currents before
entering the water on a shore dive:

October
8, Tuesday
29, Tuesday

Dive Club Meeting
Board Meeting

• Longshore current - created when waves
approach a shoreline from an angle rather
than head on. The direction of longshore
currents matches the direction the waves
were traveling into shore.

November
12, Tuesday Dive Club Meeting
(Elections)
26, Tuesday Board Meeting
December
14, Saturday Club Christmas Party

• Rip current - created when water returns to
sea via channels between reefs or other
shallow bottom contours. Rip currents travel
away from shore. Usually thin in width, areas
of rip currents can be identified by turbid,
foamy water moving seaward, along with a
relatively smooth path through waves and surf
zones.
• Tidal current - created when the sun and
moon's gravity pull water across Earth's
surface. Tidal currents are amplified whenever
water has to move through narrow
passageways. Examples of locations where
these currents may be strongest are channels
between islands, entrances to bays or
lagoons, boating channels, river mouths
entering the sea, etc. The direction of tidal
currents will change during the day depending
on whether the tide in a given area is rising or
falling.
• Undertow - created as water flows down
the slope of the beach back to sea. This
current has the tendency to pull a diver's feet
and legs out to sea with it, so it may affect
balance.
• Upwelling - created during prolonged
periods of wind blowing away from shore. As
the surface water is pushed away from the
coastline, the current enables generally
cooler, clearer water from the depths to move
toward shore.
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